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Latgola and the Latgalian language



Where is Latgola?

A place where Europe starts.





Who are Latgalians?

Latgalians are users of the Latgalian language and
citizens of Latgale region – the east part of Latvia. 
About 8- 9% of residents of Latvia speak Latgalian.

Population of Latvia: 1 934 379 (2018)
Latgalian speakers: 164 000 (2011)



The Latgalian language formed on the basis of the
varieties of the Upper part of Latvia, belonging to the
Baltic group of the Indo-European family of languages. A
written version of Latgalian was created at the beginning
of the 18th century by leaders of the Catholic church.



LATVIAN LANGUAGE

Latgalian written
language  (LTG)

Latvian literal
language (LVS)

Latgalian ISO code LTG



The State shall ensure the maintenance,
protection and development of the Latgalian
written language as a historic variant of the
Latvian language.

/Official Language Law/



One state and nationality, but two
languages



After being influenced by historical
events, Latgale has developed as a
religiously, culturally and linguistically
different territory.



Why Latgola is different?





Latgalian between WWI and WWII

co-official language in the local government and
education in Latgola

limitation during the authoritarian regime (since 1934)



During the Soviet occupation

STIGMATIZATION



Since 1990ties

awaking and revitalization



Latgalian movement in our days



WE
since 2005



Latgolys Studentu centrs
Students' Centre of Latgale`

LgSC

Latgalīšu kulturys kusteiba "Volūda"
Latgalian Culture Movement "The Language"



members





Latgalians’ Culture News
Web Page lakuga.lv



lakuga.lv



social media

| 2022zīmola grāmata

Facebook Instagram TikTok Telegram Twitter



Folk band "Ceidari"



"Ceidari"



The Latgalian Language



Latgalian

TV shows dictation online lessons



Latgalian

discussions stickers "Friendly
place for
Latgalian"

other activities



Latgalian for children and youth



children and youth

Workshop
"Atzolys"

"Rupuči" "Sunāns breiveibā"



children and youth

board game
"Čipierkstneits"

championship
"Čipierkstneits"

Program for youth
"LTG tu dū!"



digital

Digital tools



Stickers for WhatsApp and
Telegram

digital tools



Soon the mobile app "Vasals!"
digital tools



Latgalian literature



literature

"Trusīni vessim
reitā pi puiša"
(also ENG)

"Sunāns
breiveibā"

"Atmiņuos 
Latgolā" (also ENG)



literature

Events to promote Latgalian
prose

Publications on
lakuga.lv



literature

radio play "Bruoli"



Funding



funding

donationsprojects (state funding)



Flag of Latgola

An official symbol since
April 2023



paļdis!


